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1 FUNCTION 

OFFPIPE WaveSpecTM is a piece of software developed to simulate wave spectrum 

according to the algorithm of OFFPIPE.  

OFFPIPE WaveSpecTM adopts parameters in record ‘SPEC’, ‘SPTA’ and ‘TIME’ in OFFPIPE 

to simulate wave spectrum. It conducts the simulation according to the wave spectrum 

simulating algorithm described in OFFPIPE user manual completely. User can get 

maximum/minimum rise/fall/crest/trough of wave and their occurring time, and then 

determine the key analysis time area which should be adopted by OFFPIPE. 

As a piece of assistant software of OFFPIPE, OFFPIPE WaveSpecTM provides OFFPIPE 

style input file. User even can read parameters from OFFPIPE input file directly. By the 

assist of input aiding system, user easily knows which parameter should be inputted and 

which not. The simulation result will be graphed and all the key values will be listed. 
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2 INSTALLATION 

To start to use OFFPIPE WaveSpecTM, please: 

For dongle edition user: 

1. Download software from official website. 

2. Replace the original “license.dll” file with the one received. 

3. Insert the attached dongle into one of USB ports of your PC. 

4. Double click “OFFPIPE WaveSpec.exe” icon in the folder to start the software. 

For soft lock edition user: 

1. Download software from official website to licensed PC. 

2. Replace the original “license.dll” file with the one received. 

3. Double click “OFFPIPE WaveSpec.exe” icon in the folder to start the software. 

OFFPIPE WaveSpecTM runs on PC with Windows OS. 
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3 HOW TO USE 

Brief procedure of running OFFPIPE WaveSpecTM is shown as following: 

1. Input parameters 

Fill the necessary blanks, and then some OFFPIPE input style text will show in ‘OFFPIPE 

input’ blank. According to the input by user, each blank may show four types of colors. 

Blue: Must be inputted. 

Green: OFFPIPE requires it but OFFPIPE WaveSpecTM not, recommended to input. 

Yellow: OFFPIPE WaveSpecTM requires it, if left blank, a default value will be specified. 

White: Need not to be inputted. 

 

Fig. 3.1 Main interface of OFFPIPE WaveSpec
TM

 

2. Run the analysis 

Click button ‘Run’ to run the simulation. 

3. View Result 

Click toolbutton ‘View Result’ to view result. A view result window will show and the 

simulation result will be graphed and all the key values will be listed. User can save the 
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graph or detail result by clicking ‘Save Picture’ or ‘Save Result’. 

 

Fig. 3.2 View result window of OFFPIPE WaveSpec
TM 

4. Functions of other toolbuttons 

‘Load Case’ button: Load the saved input file. The input file of OFFPIPE WaveSpecTM is 

OFFPIPE-style-like, user even can read parameters from an OFFPIPE input file directly. 

‘Save Case’ button: Save the parameters inputted into an input file. 

‘View Input’ button: View the parameters input interface. 

‘Help’ button: Call the help document. 
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4 INPUT DATA 

This chapter explains the input data records and fields one by one. 

‘*HEAD’ record is used to is used to enter alphanumeric data (character strings) that are 

incorporated into the standard page heading printed by OFFPIPE. OFFPIPE WaveSpecTM 

only uses the ‘UNIT’ field in it to specify SI or English as problem input/output units. ‘1’ 

means English, ‘2’ means SI. 

The following part is copied from OFFPIPE user manual directly. 
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Purpose:  Define a 2-dimensional wave spectrum by specifying the coefficients for a standard spectrum 

equations (Note 1).  

Keyword: *SPEC  

 

Data Field Keywords:  

TYPE = Option number for the standard equation type used to define the wave spectrum (Note 1):  

1 = Generic equation (coefficient and exponent) (Note 3),  

2 = Bretschneider A (significant wave height and peak wave frequency) (Note 6),  

3 = Bretschneider B (significant wave height and wave frequency) (Note 7),  

4 = Pierson-Moskowitz (wind speed) (Note 8),  

5 = ITTC (significant wave height) (Note 9),  

6 = ISSC (significant wave height and mean wave frequency) (Note 10),  

7 = JONSWAP (2-coefficients and peak wave frequency) (Note II).  

DIRE = Wave direction of travel (deg.) (Note 4).  

NUMB = Number of wave components used to represent the spectrum (optional) (default = 15) (Note 2).  

FMlN = Minimum wave frequency represented in the wave spectrum (default = 0.209 rad/sec) (optional) 

(Note 5).  

FMAX = Maximum wave frequency represented in the wave spectrum (default = 2.094 rad/sec) (optional) 

(Note 5).  

COEF = Wave spectrum equation coefficient; used with generic spectrum equation only (optional) (Note 

3).  

EXP  = Wave spectrum equation exponent; used with generic spectrum equation only (optional) (Note 

3).  

HSIG = Significant wave height (H1/3), used with Bretschneider A, Bretschneider B, ITTC, and ISSC 

spectrum equations (optional) (Notes 6,7,9,10).  

FPEA = Circular wave frequency of the spectral peak; used with Bretschneider A and JONSWAP 

spectrum equations (optional) (Notes 6,11) .  

FSIG = Significant circular wave frequency; used with Bretschneider B spectrum equation (optional) 

(Note 7).  

WIND = Wind speed at a height of 19.5 meters above the water surface; used with the 

Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum equation (optional) (Note 8).  

FAVG = Mean circular wave frequency; used with the ISSC spectrum equation (optional) (Note 10).  

JON1 = First user specified coefficient (A) for the JONSWAP wave spectrum equation (optional) (Note 

11).  

JON2 = Second user specified coefficient (B) for the JONSWAP wave spectrum equation (optional) (Note 

11).  

====================== 

Notes:  

1. A wave spectrum can be used by OFFPIPE to define the dynamic motions of the pipelay vessel, and 

to calculate the wave induced hydrodynamic forces acting on the pipeline and stinger. A wave 
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spectrum may be defined either by entering the coefficients of a standard wave spectrum equation, 

using the SPEC record, or by specifying the value of the spectral ordinate for a series of discrete wave 

frequencies, using the SPTA record. When a wave spectrum is specified, a table of response 

amplitude operators for the pipelay vessel must also be entered using the RAOS record.  

2. The continuous wave spectrum is approximated by a series of discrete component waves. The 

number of wave components to be used must be chosen by the user in the NUMB field. A minimum of 

15 to 20 wave components is usually sufficient to accurately describe the wave spectrum. The 

component wave frequencies are assigned, by OFFPIPE, in such a way that all components have 

equal amplitude (energy). This tends to concentrate the wave components in the part of the spectrum 

having the peak energy. See Section 4.8.2 and Figure 4-21 for a detailed discussion of the wave 

spectra generated by OFFPIPE. 

3. The generic wave spectrum equation has the form:  

)/exp()/( 45 ωCωBS   

where B and C are the wave spectrum coefficient and exponent respectively, and co is the circular 

frequency of the wave component in radians per second. The spectral ordinate S has units of feet
2
-sec 

or meter
2
-sec and is equal to the 1/2 the square of the amplitude of the component waves energy of 

the wave spectrum divided by the wave frequency range:  

rangeFrequency2

amplitudeWave
S

2

*
  

Note that several popular wave spectra, including some of those supported explicitly by OFFPIPE 

(ITTC, ISSC, Bretschneider, Pierson-Moskowitz, etc.), can be represented by an equation of this form.  

4. The wave spectrum is assumed to be two dimensional. All component waves approach the laybarge 

from the same direction. The sign convention used for the wave direction, specified in the DIRE field, 

is the same as that used for the laybarge heading and the flow direction for steady currents. The wave 

direction (angle) is positive if it represents a clockwise rotation about the vertical Y axis, when viewed 

from above. A wave traveling in the direction of the global X axis (parallel to the pipeline right-of-way 

and approaching the laybarge form the stern) has a direction of zero degrees. A wave traveling in the 

direction of the global Z axis (approaching the laybarge from the port side) has a direction of +90 

degrees. The sign convention for the wave direction is illustrated in Figure 4-20.  

5. The wave frequency co is expressed as a circular frequency expressed in radians per second. It is 

given in terms of the wave period T by:  

Tπ2ω /  

Wave frequencies less than the minimum frequency or greater than the maximum frequency will be 

ignored.  

6. This option is used to select the first of two spectral density equations that are sometimes attributed to 

Bretschneider. In this form of the equation (Bretschneider A), the spectral density is defined as a 

function of the significant wave height Hs and the wave frequency at the spectral peak ωp:  

])/(.exp[)/(. 4

p

2

s

54

p ωω251Hωω31250S   

Where: S = spectral density, 

ω= circular frequency of wave component, 

ωp= wave circular frequency at the spectral peak, 
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Hs = significant wave height (H1/3). 

The significant wave height and peak wave frequency are entered in the HSIG and FPEA fields. Their 

values must be specified whenever the “Bretschneider A” spectral density equation is selected.  

7. This option is used to select a second spectral density equations that is sometimes attributed to 

Bretschneider. In this form of the equation (Bretschneider B), the spectral density is defined as a 

function of the significant wave height Hs and the wave frequency at the significant peak ωs:  

])/(.exp[)/(. 4

p

2

s

54

s ωω6750Hωω16870S   

Where: S = spectral density, 

ω= circular frequency of wave component, 

ωp= significant wave (circular) frequency, 

Hs = significant wave height (H1/3). 

The significant wave height and wave frequency are entered in the HSIG and FSIG fields. Their values 

must be specified whenever the “Bretschneider B” spectral density equation is selected.  

8. This option is used to select the Pierson-Moskowitz spectral density equation. Using the 

Pierson-Moskowitz equation, the wave spectrum is given by:  

])/(.exp[/. 452 ωUg740ωg00810S   

Where: S = spectral density, 

g = gravitational constant, 

ω= circular frequency of the wave component, 

U = wind velocity at height of 19.5 meters above the still water surface. 

The wind velocity is entered in the WIND field. Its value must always be specified when the 

“Pierson-Moskowitz” spectral density equation is selected.  

9. This option is used to select the ITTC spectral density equation. Using the ITTC equation, the wave  

spectrum is given by (in S.I. units) :  

)]/(.exp[/. 42

s

52 ωH13ωg00810S   

Where: S = spectral density, 

g = gravitational constant, 

ω= circular frequency of the wave component, 

Hs = significant wave height (H1/3). 

The significant wave height is entered in the HSIG field. Its value must be specified whenever the 

ITTC spectral density equation is selected. 

10. This option is used to select the ISSC spectral density equation. Using the ISSC equation, the wave 

spectrum is given by:  

])/(.exp[)/(. 4

m

2

s

54

m ωω44270Hωω11070S   

Where: S = spectral density, 

ω= circular frequency of the wave component, 

ωm= mean circular wave frequency, 

Hs = significant wave height (H1/3). 

11. This option is used to select the JONSWAP spectral density equation Using the JONSWAP equation, 

the wave spectrum is given by:  
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q4

p

52 Bωω251ωAgS *])/(.exp[/   

 Where the exponent q is given by: 

    2

p

22

p ωt2ωωq **/exp   

And:  S = spectral density, 

ω= circular frequency of the wave component, 

ωp= circular wave frequency at the spectral peak, 

A = user defined coefficient, 

B = user defined coefficient, 

g = gravitational constant, 

t = 0.07 if ω<ωp and 0.09 if ω>ωp. 

The peak wave frequency ωp and two user defined coefficients A and B are entered in the FPEA, 

JON1 and JON2 fields respectively. Their values must be specified whenever the JONSWAP spectral 

density equation is selected. 
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Purpose:  Define a 2-dimensional wave spectrum by entering the values of the spectral ordinate at a 

series of wave frequencies (Note 1).  

Keyword: *SPTA  

 

Data Field Keywords:  

NUMB = Number of wave frequencies and spectral ordinate values to be entered (Note 2).  

DIRE  = Wave direction of travel (degrees) (Note 5).  

The following keywords are used to enter tabular data associated with each spectral value, 

and to specify the column order in which the data is entered. The tabular data to be entered 

is identified, and the column order of the table is defined, by a list of key-words (enclosed in 

parenthesis and separated by commas or blanks) which follows the TABL keyword.  

Once the data and column order have been specified, the data values are entered on N 

consecutive lines (N = number of spectral values) in the order of increasing component 

wave frequency.  

TABL = Used to specify the column order of the tabular data entered for each spectral value. The data 

entered and column order in which the data are given are defined by a list of keywords, enclosed 

in parentheses and separated by commas or blanks, which follows the TABL keyword. The TABL 

keyword must be entered after all scalar data (identified by the keywords given above) have 

been specified. See the example.  

FREQ = Wave frequency (2π/T) for the present spectral value (rad/sec) (Notes 2,3,4) .  

SPEC = Value of the spectral ordinate at the present wave frequency (feet
2
-sec; meter

2
_sec) (Notes 

2,3,4).  

====================== 

Notes:  

1. A wave spectrum may be defined either by entering the coefficients of a standard wave spectrum 

equation using, the SPEC record, or by specifying the value of the spectral ordinate for a series of 

discrete wave frequencies, using the SPTA record.  

2. When the SPTA record is used, the wave spectrum is defined by specifying the value of the spectral 

ordinate at a series of discrete wave frequencies. These values are then used to define a series of 

trapezoidal panels which approximate the wave spectrum. The number of panels generated is one less 

than the number of values entered for the spectral ordinate (two values define one panel, three values 

define two panels, etc.). The part of the wave spectrum contained in each panel is represented by a 

single wave component whose frequency corresponds to the point of median energy for the panel. See 

Section 4.8.2 and Figure 4-21 for a detailed discussion of the wave spectra generated by OFFPIPE. 

3. The spectral ordinate, entered in the SPEC field, has units of feet
2
-sec or meter

2
-sec and represents 

the energy of the wave components in each panel divided by the frequency range spanned by the panel 

The amplitude of the component wave used to represent each panel is equal to the square root of 2x 
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the area of the panel.  

4. The values of the spectral ordinate must be entered in order of increasing wave frequency, i.e. the 

value corresponding to the lowest wave frequency must be given first.  

5. The wave spectrum is assumed to be two dimensional. All component waves approach the laybarge 

from the same direction. The sign convention used for the wave direction is the same as that used for 

the laybarge heading and the flow direction for steady currents. The wave direction (angle) is positive if 

it represents a clockwise rotation about the vertical Y axis, when viewed from above. A wave traveling in 

the direction of the global X axis (parallel to the pipeline right-of way and approaching the laybarge form 

the stern) has a direction of zero degrees. A wave traveling in the direction of the global Z axis 

(approaching the laybarge from the port side) has a direction of +90 degrees. The sign convention for 

the wave direction is illustrated in Figure 4-20. 
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Purpose:  Specify the numerical integration time limits for dynamic analyses (Note 1)  

Keyword: *TIME  

 

Data Field Keywords:  

STEP = Time step length to be used for numerical integration in dynamic analyses (default = regular 

wave period/50) (seconds) (optional) (Note 2).  

STAR = Time at which sampling of the numerical solution will begin; roughly the time at which the steady 

state should be reached (default = 6 x regular wave period) (seconds) (optional) (Note 2).  

STOP = End time for the numerical integration; the time at which the numerical integration will be 

completed (default = 7 x regular wave period) (seconds) (optional) (Note 2).  

SAMP = Time step length to be used for sampling the numerical solution; must be an integer multiple of 

the integration time step length (default = 2 x integration time step) (optional) (seconds) (Note 2).  

DAMP = Damping coefficient used to ensure the stability of the numerical integration (default = 0.1) 

(optional) (Note 3).  

====================== 

Notes:  

1. See Section 4.5 for a detailed discussion of the numerical time integration method used by OFFPIPE.  

2. When a wave spectrum is specified using the SPEC or SPTA record, the default integration times are 

given by: 

Time step length = 0.2 seconds  

End time = 360 seconds 

Sampling begins at = 60 seconds 

Sampling time step = 0.4 seconds  

3.The damping coefficient must be between 0.0 and 1.0. A value of 0.0 corresponds to zero (no) damping. 

A value of 1.0 corresponds to maximum (Euler) damping. Damping coefficients less than 0.0 are 

unstable and cannot be used. The time integration error increases as the damping coefficient 

approaches 1.0. It is recommended that the default damping coefficient (0.1) be used in all problems. 
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5 ALGORITHM 

5.1 OFFPIPE User Manual 4.8.2 -- Wave Spectra 

The content of this part is copied from OFFPIPE user manual 4.8.2 directly. 

In OFFPIPE, a wave spectrum may be specified by referencing a standard formula (Pierson-Moskowitz, 

ITTC, Bretschneider, etc.), or by entering a series of pairs of values of the wave frequency and spectral 

density in tabular form. A typical wave spectrum is illustrated graphically in Figure 4-21. Note that the 

ordinate in Figure 4-21, the spectral density, represents the square of the amplitude of the wave 

components divided by twice (2x) the wave frequency range, and that the abscissa represents the circular 

frequency of the wave components in radians/second. 

 

Figure 4-21, A typical wave spectrum. 

  OFFPIPE provides a series of standard formulae which allow the user to easily define the wave 

spectrum based on the properties of the corresponding sea. The formulae presently supported by 

OFFPIPE include:  

1. Bretschneider A. The spectral density is defined as a function of the significant wave height Hs 

and the wave frequency at the spectral peak ωp. The spectral density is given by: 

])/(.[)/(. 4

p

2

s

54

p ωω251ExpHωω31250S      (4.17a) 

Where: 

S = spectral density, 

ω = circular frequency of wave component, 

ωp = wave circular frequency at the spectral peak, 

Hs = significant wave height (H1/3). 

2. Bretschneider B. The spectral density is defined as a function of the significant wave height Hs 

and the wave frequency at the significant peak ωs. The spectral density is given by: 

])/(.[)/(. 4

s

2

s

54

s ωω6750ExpHωω16870S      (4.17b) 

Where: 

ωs = significant wave (circular) frequency. 
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3. Pierson-Moskowitz. The spectral density of a fully developed sea is defined as a function of the 

wind velocity U at a height of 19.5 meters above the still water surface. The spectral density is 

given by:  

])/(.[/. 452 ωUg740Expωg00810S      (4.17c) 

Where: 

g = gravitational constant, 

U = wind velocity 19.5 meters above the surface. 

4. ITTC. The spectral density is defined as a function of the significant wave height Hs. The spectral 

density is given (in S.I. units) by:  

])(.[/. 42

s

52 ωH13Expωg00810S       (4.17d) 

5. ISSC. The spectral density is defined as a function of the significant wave height Hs and the 

mean wave frequency ωm. The spectral density is given by: 

])/(.[)/(. 4

m

2

s

54

m ωω44270ExpHωω11070S      (4.17e) 

Where: 

ωm = mean circular wave frequency. 

6. JONSWAP. The spectral density is defined as a function of the significant wave height Hs and two 

user defined coefficients A and B. The spectral density is given by: 

q4

m

52 Bωω251ExpωAgS ])/(.[/        (4.17f) 

Where the exponent q is given by: 

)]/()(exp[
2

p

22

p ωt2ωωq         (4.17g) 

And: 

ωp = circular wave frequency at the spectral peak, 

A = user defined coefficient, 

B = user defined coefficient, 

g = gravitational constant, 

t = 0.07 if ω<ωp and 0.09 if ω>ωp. 

7. Generic. The spectral density is defined as a function of a generic user defined coefficient B and 

exponent C. The spectral density is given by: 

)/()/( 45 ωCExpωBS          (4.17h) 

Where: 

B = user defined coefficient, 

C = user defined coefficient. 

  Note that the wave spectra given by (1-5) all have the same functional form. The only difference 

between these spectra is the manner in which the equations' coefficients and exponents are defined. Note 

also that the generic wave spectrum given by (7) above has the same functional form as equations (1-5). 

It is provided so the user can define an alternative wave spectrum based on some other sea state 

variable(s), if the more common standard forms given by (1-5) are not sufficient. 

  A wave spectrum is represented mathematically, in OFFPIPE, by a limited number of discrete 
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component waves. The number of component waves used can be specified by the user. In most cases, 

fifteen (15) to twenty (20) wave components are sufficient to accurately represent a wave spectrum. The 

wave surface profile and wave induced water particle velocity and acceleration for the spectrum are 

calculated using linear superposition. Their values are determined by summing the surface elevations and 

water particle velocities and accelerations due to the individual wave components which make up the 

spectrum. The water particle velocity and acceleration for each component wave are calculated using the 

linear or Airy wave theory. 

  When a wave spectrum is defined using one of the standard formulae, the component wave 

frequencies are chosen by OFFPIPE in such a way that all wave components have equal energy (equal 

amplitude). This method for selecting the frequencies of the wave components tends to concentrate the 

component waves in the part of the spectrum having the greatest energy. 

  When a wave spectrum is defined by a table of wave frequencies and spectral densities, these pairs of 

values are used to construct a series of trapezoidal panels like those shown in Figure 4-22. These panels 

provide a piece-wise linear approximation to the wave spectrum. The part of the wave spectrum enclosed 

by each panel is represented by a single wave component. The number of component waves used is one 

less than the number of pairs of spectral values entered (two values define one panel, three values define 

two panels, etc.). The amplitude of each component wave is chosen, in such a way, that the wave 

component has the same energy as the part of the wave spectrum enclosed by the panel. The frequency 

of each wave component is chosen to correspond to the center of area of each panel.  

 

Figure 4-22, An arbitrary wave spectrum can be defined by a table of discrete values for the spectral 

ordinate. 
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5.2 Theory and Algorithm 

For a fixed point, elevation of sea is: 

   



n

1i

ii tωζtζ cos           (5.1) 

Where 

ζ: Wave amplitude; 

t: Time; 

n: Number of wave components; 

ζi: Amplitude of wave components; 

ωi: Frequency of wave components. 

And there is: 

  iii ωΔωS2ζ            (5.2) 

Where 

S: Spectral density of wave components; 

n: Number of wave components; 

Δωi: Frequency range of wave components. 

For SPEC, frequency and frequency range of wave components are calculated by following 

ways: 

      ωdωSωdωSωdωS
FMAX

ωΔFMAX

ωΔωΔFMIN

ωΔFMIN

ωΔFMIN

FMIN n

21

1

1

 







 ...      (5.3) 

Frequency of wave components is set as the middle point of each frequency range. 

For SPTA, frequency, frequency range and spectral density of wave components are 

calculated by following ways: 

   iFREQ1iFREQωΔ i          (5.4) 

   
2

iFREQ1iFREQ
ωi


         (5.5) 
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2

iSPEC1iSPEC
Si


         (5.6) 
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6 FAULT MESSAGES & NOTES 

Some faults may be encountered by users are listed below: 

1. A message window as Fig. 6.1 shows. 

 

Fig. 6.1 Fault message window 

How to solve: Make sure to fill all the necessary blank comboboxes and edits before clicking 

“Run” button. 
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7 TECHNICAL SUPPORT & AUTHORIZATION 

For technical support and authorization of OFFPIPE WaveSpecTM, please visit: 

http://www.opimsoft.com 

or contact: 

support@opimsoft.com 

 

http://www.opimsoft.com/
mailto:support@opimsoft.com

